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Does community stability
relate to diversity?
What are the key interactions
in microbial communities?
What is the relation between
ecological and evolutionary processes?
Widder S. et al, ISME J 10:11 (2016)

A Functional/Tractable Microbial Community?
Anaerobic Digestion (AD)
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TOP-DOWN

? Insights and Applications ?
BOTTOM-UP

Engineer minimal systems to learn about
biochemical basis of communities

‘Top-down’ insights from
natural and AD communities

Communities are different
but not
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Sierocinski P et. al. Mol. Ecology (2018).

Communities are entities…
Mix to get the best?
Work led by Angus Buckling et al

Communities’ mixtures are dominated by top performing community
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In collaboration
with Chris Quince &
Sebastien Raguideau

•

Weekly samples over a year

•

Metagenomics

•

16s (V4 region) for bacteria
and archea

•

Metadata on methane, pH, and
(in some cases) feed. Coverage
could have been better! :(

The most comprehensive AD sequencing?
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16s rarefaction curves & temporal coverage for reactor AD07
Metagenomics. Pooling samples over time
gives ~3.8 giga bp of assembly for AD07,
comparable to studies on gut (~3.3 giga bp)

How many MAGs?
How will OTUs &
MAGs compare?

Communities are entities?

Reactor microbiomes are different,
possibly correlating with their
‘food’ source
unpublished results
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Microbiome composition
changes over time, but how
significant is this?
unpublished results

Is there hope for predictive models?!
Correlations exists between
meta-data and microbiome
at OTU-level

AD07:

AD12:

unpublished results

Is there hope for predictive models?!
Correlations exists between
meta-data and microbiome
at OTU-level

AD07:

AD12:

This might allow ‘learning’
models that can predict
methane production

Most informative features:

unpublished results

Feature

Weight

Thermotogae

158

WS1
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Fibrobacteres
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-407

What about biological insights?
OTUs
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Community/
Sequences

MetQy
For mapping of sequences
to KEGG modules
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/early/2017/11/16/215525
food waste

Classifiers for specific functions.
Currently, based on Faprotax1.
More physiological data please!!!
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/early/2018/04/25/307157

1

Louca et al. Science 353:1272-1277 (2016)
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2.2. Microbial community properties can be improv
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‘Top-down insights’ from AD communities
Microbiome composition/diversity differs across communities
and determines community function (methane production), at
least initially(!), but adaptation to feedstock occurs

Mixing of communities leads to (sorting of?)
best performing communities
=> interactions within communities are important and
perhaps optimised through co-adaptations

Temporal sequencing of communities and associated metadata
might allow predictive models and functional understanding at
community level

‘Bottom-up’ insights from
‘synthetic’ communities

? Insights and Applications ?
BOTTOM-UP

Create/engineer synthetic communities to
learn about biochemical basis of communities
design principles
??

modules
Cross-Feeding

Auxotrophy

Metabolic Cycles

Syntrophy

functional
systems
Grosskopf & Soyer, Curr. Op. Biotech (2014)

Syntrophy: Crucial in systems lacking strong
terminal electron acceptors (TEAs)
heterogeneous biofilms and granules, enhances the metabolic interactions in a BMC10,11, and that
diversity and redundancy increase BMC stability and
performance 12 . Neither of these proposals is
convincingly proven.
It has been argued that synthetic design of
novel communities or manipulation of existing ones can
be utilised to address some of the above questions2
and to rationally engineer complex and relevant
functions4. The latter view underpins a new wave of
synthetic biology research, which has already resulted
in the engineering of “toy communities” with specific
population dynamics6,7. While not driven by either an
ecological or synthetic biology agenda, other studies
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been developing a better
function in microbial communities and how these are affected by the evolutionary process. Here,
we summarise key findings and insights from these studies which are relevant for this proposal.
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conditions. Different studies have shown that diversity and composition of species in a BMC can
be stable or temporally 2varying, with seemingly no effect on performance.2 For example, amplified
4
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evolutionary adaptation to syntrophy happen?
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tion by inoculating all 10 sequenced clones on a
lactate minimal medium without sulfate, and with
50% and 100% of the sulfate needed to degrade all
available lactate via the sulfate pathway (see Materials and methods). We found that all DvH-s clones, as
well as DvH-ns 1 and 2 clones, produce significant
hydrogen above background levels in the absence of
sulfate or at 50% sulfate (P ⩽ 0.01, two-tailed t-test),
while DvH-ns 3, 4 and 5 clones only produce
hydrogen significantly above background levels at
50% sulfate (P ⩽ 0.05, two-tailed t-test) (Figure 5).
The cumulative hydrogen pressure achieved by the
former clones over the course of 7 days, in the
absence of sulfate and at stationary state is ~ 300 Pa,
well above the pressure needed to sustain Mm
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produced consistently more hydrogen than the
DvH-ns clones, and such production increased
with increasing Na+ concentration up to a threshold
high concentration (Figure 6). The low hydrogen

Investing (membrane potential ?) into H2 production - an evolutionary
insurance policy?
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Figure 5 OD600 (a and b, thick lines are mean of five thin lines) and cumulative hydrogen pressure (c and d) after 168 h of incubation for
isolated DvH-ns (a and c) and DvH-s (b and d) clones. Cultures were grown on CCM containing 30 mM lactate and varying amounts of
SO24 −. Black: 0 mM SO24 − , blue: 7.5 mM SO24 −, red: 15 mM SO24 − (see Materials and methods). Background (ambient) hydrogen pressure was
90 Pa.
The ISME Journal
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It’s thermodynamics baby!
Thermodynamic limits not only drive syntrophic interactions
but also influence genetic adaptations in species
Broader implications on diversity/evolution?

Metabolism and therefore metabolic interactions are
highly versatile at thermodynamic limits.
Implications for modelling and sequence interpretation?

Kinetic vs. Thermodynamical modelling of microbial
metabolism/growth
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To avoid thermodynamic inhibition, organisms are expected to develop multiple
pathways with different end-products and engage in syntrophies and cross-feeding.
“Microbial diversity arising from thermodynamic
constraints” Großkopf T, Soyer OS, ISME J. 2016.

A thermodynamic view of AD

heterogeneous biofilms and granules, enhances the metabolic interactions in a BMC10,11, and that
diversity and redundancy increase BMC stability and
performance 12 . Neither of these proposals is
convincingly proven.
It has been argued that synthetic design of
novel communities or manipulation of existing ones can
be utilised to address some of the above questions2
and to rationally engineer complex and relevant
functions4. The latter view underpins a new wave of
synthetic biology research, which has already resulted
in the engineering of “toy communities” with specific
population dynamics6,7. While not driven by either an
ecological or synthetic biology agenda, other studies
defined several co- and tri-cultures capable of
degradation of organic compounds into methane13-17.
The most recent of these used metabolic models to
study a specific co-culture18, and subsequently showed
that this minimal synthetic community is capable of
converting lactate into methane 19 . Currently it
remains unknown how much the complexity of
Figure 1. Schematic of the multistep such simple communities can be extended (e.g. by
degradation of organic material in increasing species numbers) to achieve an
methanogenic ecosystems. Each increase in the range of substrates they can digest
step is carried out by a specific and their biomethane productivity.
functional group of micro-organisms
2.Preliminary work leading up to this proposal
(also known as guilds).
In recent published and unpublished studies, we have
been developing a better understanding of stability and
function in microbial communities and how these are affected by the evolutionary process. Here,
we summarise key findings and insights from these studies which are relevant for this proposal.

High |∂G| conversions
Kinetics dominates - low diversity

Low |∂G| conversions
Free energy dominates - high diversity

Hard to test - but have to talk to Tom Curtis!

2.1. Species composition and diversity of BMCs can vary over time and with bioreactor

Syntrophy and stability: Impact of electron
acceptor (TEA) availability on different methanogens
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No sulfate: Different methanogens stably
co-exist with sulfate reducer and increase
methane production from lactate

•
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methanogenesis,3 but
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of possible
17 interactions of the three species for converting lactate to
18
methane.
4.00 The three different species Desulfovibrio vulgaris (Dv), Methanococcus maripaludis
19 (Mb) are shown as blue, yellow, and red circles respectively.
(Mm) and Methanosarcina barkeri
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Sulfate: Different methanogens show differential
stability against sulfate reducer with increasing
sulfate levels
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of sulphate is more harmful
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Figure 2. Produced methane in the headspace after 21 days cultivation with 7.5 mM (a) and 15
5
mM (b) sulphate addition. The different co- and tri-cultures composed of species Desulfovibrioto Mm (hydrogenotroph)
6
vulgaris (Dv), Methanococcus maripaludis (Mm) and Methanosarcina barkeri (Mb), as shown
on the x-axis. Measurements from 5 mL test tube cultures are used to extrapolate to 1 L culture
output, so to achieve a better comparison of gas and organic acid data (in mM; see also Fig. S2).
Colours indicate different culturing periods as shown in the legend. Error bars on both panels are
based on three replicates.
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‘Bottom-up’ insights synthetic communities
Metabolism and syntrophic (metabolic) interactions are
versatile at thermodynamic limits.
=> Thermodynamics need accounting in modelling
and thinking of AD communities (all communities!)

Organisms have (or can) adapt to thermodynamic limitations,
which shift with environmental conditions and H2-dynamics.
=> Evolution or physiology?
=> Basis of improvement of H2 addition?

Thermodynamic inhibition can contribute significantly to
high diversity (especially in 2ary degraders?)
=> Control terminal electron acceptor availability to
control diversity?

Towards a Theory of Metabolism
For Cellular and Community Engineering

=> More temporal sequence- and meta- data
=> Systems of ‘in between’ complexity
http://www.mannvit.com/Markets/UnitedKingdom/AnaerobicDigestion/!

TOP-DOWN

? Insights and Applications ?
BOTTOM-UP

Ecology & Evolution
Biophysical Drivers
=> More physiological data
=> Systems of ‘in between’ complexity

More info on the poster floor:
=> More physiological data.

Can DIY Science be the answer;
MicrobeMeter

Kalesh Sasidharan

available to download/buy
Follow progress at:
Humanetechnologies limited

=> More systems of ‘in between’ complexity.

Visit Jing’s poster

Jing Chen

THANK YOU
Funders

3. Engineering Microbial Communities – examples of input from Theme 1
Tools for rational engineering of synthetic communities

http://osslab.lifesci.warwick.ac.uk
Christian Zerfass
Jing Chen
Craig McBeth

From metabolic capacities to metabolic interactions

Hadrien Delattre
Clare Hayes
Connah genome-level
Johnson
metabolic models
Kelsey Cremin

predictive design and
construction of synthetic
communities

models of multi-species
metabolic systems
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Collaborators
Initiatives
Spatial modeling and induction of cellular aggregates / biofilms
Chris Quince (University of Warwick)
Angus Buckling (University of Exeter)

www.anaerodynamics.com
spatial models of metabolic
interactions for predicting
community stability and
productivity

Bio Electrical Engineering
Innovation Hub @ Warwick

Jan Dolfing, Matt Wade (University of Newcastle)
Native pattern of B. Subtilis biofilm

David Swarbreck (TGAC)

Biofilm
pattern
Engineering

